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LOT #

Rules Refresher253

We love these awesome painted TZ covers! A few dupes, and the
digest is a reader copy in rough shape, but overall nice condition on
these F-VF.

Twilight Zone Comics Group (8) Gold Key254

Life size figure from the early days of Sideshow Toys. Mint in
sealed package.

Outer Limits Sideshow Zanti Misfits255

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot256

Deluxe sized collection of the classic Elseworlds tales from The
Man himself, still sealed in original shrink wrap!

Just Imagine Stan Lee DC Comics Hardcover Omnibus257

Framed art print from The Hobbit 1977 movie. Appears to have
notes by an artist or cartoonist. Art is approx. 19 1/2" wide and 14
1/2" tall. Frame is 30 1/2" wide by 25" tall.

The Goblin King The Hobbit Art Print258

Includes a TV Guide, a Gold Key comic, and a paperback! All in
the VG-F range of condition.

Avengers Steed & Peel Group259

It, the Shining, and Friday the 13th. Mint in sealed packages.
Funko Pop Horror Figure Lot of (5)260

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “A” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - A Bands/Artists261

Signed by band members Trevor McNevan, Steve Augustine and
Joel Bruyere from TFK (Thousand Foot Krutch). Drum head is
concert worn. Signatures are not authenticated, but believed by
Back to the Past  to be genuine.

Drum Head Signed by Thousand Foot Krutch262

Framed animation cell with background from The Hobbit 1977
movie. Art is approx. 12 1/4" by 12 1/4". Frame is 30 1/2" wide and
31" tall.

The Hobbit "Bilbo & The Goblin King" 1977 Animatio263

LOT #

VF-NM condition.
Phantom Lady and Doll Man #1-4 Run264

Sarge's Supply Hut playset. Lights up!! Mint in sealed package.
Cars (Pixar) Precision Series Playset265

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot266

Comic book and movie original super-heroes in live action and
animated features! Still sealed!

Super-Heroes on DVD/Blu-Ray (Lot of 16)267

#258/400. By Sideshow Weta. Absolutely GORGEOUS giclee by
Alan Lee. Signed by artist, Lan McKellen, and Richard Taylor. In
original frame with COA. Art is approx. 20 1/2" wide by 15" tall.
Frame is 30 3/4" wide by 26 1/4" tall.

Gandalf On Gwaihir Over Helm's Deep Art268

Includes #1 from the 1987 series, plus New 52 #0-8. VF-NM
condition.

Phantom Stranger Comics Group (10)269

Funko Pops, figure stands, ornament, wind-up Stormtrooper, and
more. Mint in sealed packages.

Star Wars Toy/Collectible Lot270

Two audio CDs containing all of the Voyager Golden Record music
and sounds. New and sealed.

Voyager Golden Record CD Set271

VG/VG+ condition.
Superman #182/1966 DC Silver272

Low number! #94/1000. By Sideshow Weta. Stunning fine art
giclee with filmstrip. Signed by artist Alan Lee, Peter Jackson, and
Richard Taylor. Still in original frame with metal plaque and COA.
Art is approx. 17 1/2" wide by 15" tall. Frame is 28 3/4" wide by 29
1/4" tall.

Rivendell by Alan Lee Weta Fine Art273

VF-NM condition.
Psycho #1-2 Hitchcock Innovation274

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Figures and construction set. Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy Box Lot275

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot276

Biographies/Memoirs about U2, Heart, Kiss, Evel Kenievel, The
Police, and more!

Icons of The 70s & 80s (lot of 9 Hardcovers)277

219/500. By Sideshow Weta. Stunning fine art giclee with filmstrip.
It has been tested and the light behind the filmstrip does work and
light up as pictured. Signed by artist John Howe, Peter Jackson,
and Richard Taylor. Still in original frame with metal plaque and
COA. Art is approx. 18" wide by 15" tall. Frame is 27" wide by 27
1/2" tall.

Barad-Dur by John Howe Fine Art278

VF-NM condition.
Punk Rock Jesus #1-6 Run279

Mario Kart, Hello Neighbor, Street Fighter, and more. Mint in
sealed packages.

Video Game Toy/Collectible Lot280

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “B” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - B Bands/Artists281

Still sealed! Original Soundtrack from the movie starring Kurt
Russell. Vocals by Ronnie McDowell.

Elvis Movie Soundtrack/Kurt Russell282

#91/2500. Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original display
stand. The frying pan is broken. One of the broken pieces is
included, but it is not complete. The stand has a chip. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

The Arms of the Hobbits Collection One283

Includes the 1987 series #1-10 + the Veitch/Edwards mini #1-6.
VF-NM condition.

The Question Comics Group (16)284

Funko Pops, blind packs, and more. You get all pictured. Mint in
sealed packages.

Nightmare Before Christmas Toy Lot285

LOT #

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot286

DVDs and Blu-Rays of documentaries and biopics. Not all sealed.
(Mostly) True Stories Lot of 18287

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original display stand. In
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

The Arms of Aragorn #213/2500288

VF-NM condition.
Resurrection Man #0-12 Run289

All sorts of cool sci-fi stuff in here. Mint in sealed packages.
Doctor Who Figure/Toy Lot290

Silver Coin. Please inspect photos for condition.
1895 Barber Quarter291

Still sealed! 2 record set. 1978.
Barry Manilow Greatest Hits/Sealed292

#83/2500. Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original display
stand. In great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

The Arms of Legolas Collection One293

VG range condition.
Rip Hunter Time Master #16294

Winter is coming. Be ready! You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages.

Game of Thrones Toy/Figure Lot295

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot296

Summer reading from the likes of Asimov, Dick, Hubbard, and
Card!

Words of Science Fiction (Lot of 11)297

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original display stand. In
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. Of the
weapon plaques, this one is particularly hard to find. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

The Arms of Gimli #212/2500 RARE298

Such cool Skottie Young art! VF-NM condition.
Rocket Raccoon #1-11 Run299

Funko Pop, figure set, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Lord of the Rings Toy/Figure Lot300

Figure is mint in sealed package.
Injustice Joker Figure DC Unlimited301

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original display stand.
Some minor paint chips as pictured, but overall very good
condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

The Arms of Lurtz #182/2500302

Includes a standard oneshot + a limited edition Marvel Music
polybag version with a *gasp* 3.5" interactive floppy disc!
A:/INSTALL Nice shape with some wear on the polybag.

Rolling Stones Voodoo Lounge Group303

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “D” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - D Bands/Artists304

Lot of 2. Mint in sealed packages.
MAD Magazine Book/Figure Lot305

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot306

#167/2500. Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original
display stand. In great condition with no obvious cracks or broken
pieces. The stand has some scuffing as pictured. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to

The Arms of the Fellowship Collection 2307

LOT #
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

We're not sure what all is supposed to be included with this, so
check photos for all the forms included. Lots of creepy crawly stuff!
All well used, you get what is pictured.

Mattel Thingmaker Group308

Twenty-one classic films on high end Blu-ray discs!
Criterion Collection Blu-Rays (Lot of 21)309

5 figures. Mint in sealed packages.
South Park Funko Pop Box Lot310

You get all pictured. Collectible magazines from the 70s with song
lyrics and more. Varied wear.

1970s Song Hits Magazine Lot311

#346/2500. Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original
display stand. In great condition with no obvious cracks or broken
pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose.
We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability
and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

The Arms of the Fellowship Collection 1312

Lot includes Sandman Universe Specials mini-series, plus a dealer
incentive Sandman #50.  VF-NM condition.

Sandman Comics Group (8) Neil Gaiman313

Waxwork Records. Still sealed. 2 records and printed insert.
Soundtrack from the Newton Brothers original Netflix series.

The Haunting of Hill House Album314

Figures, construction set, blind boxes, and more. Mint in sealed
packages.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Toy Lot315

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot316

Low number! Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original
display stand. In great condition with no obvious cracks or broken
pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose.
We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability
and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.

The Arms of the Moria Orcs #23/2500317

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

Awesome variant cover on this issue!  VF-NM condition.
The Unexpected #1 Vertigo318

Summer reading to cool you off by chilling your bones!
Spine-Tingling Tales (Lot of 12)319

Black series figure, Legacy pack, and die-cast. Mint in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Toy/Collectible Lot320

More than 16 7" singles from Alice Cooper, the Beatles and the
Monkees and MORE! Various conditions - but overall in nice
shape. Many in the original sleeves.

Group of 45 RPM singles321

Weta Sideshow Collectibles. Comes with original display stand. In
great condition with no obvious cracks or broken pieces. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

The Arms of the Nazgul #184/2500322

Both the regular and the variant cover for this issue. VF-NM
condition.

Strange Adventures #1 Vertigo - both covers323

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “G” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - G Bands/Artists324

Starter Set, Disney, Marvel, and Star Wars. Mint in sealed
packages.

Disney Infinity Figure Lot325

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot326

From the makers of the 1:1 scale Lord of the Rings weapons come
these beautiful 1:5 scale swords. Includes Glamdring, sword of
Gandalf; Hadhafang, sword of Arwen; and an Elven Knife. All in
great condition with matching stands. The stand for the Elven Knife
has broken pieces as shown. Only Glamdring has original box. The
glue for the box has come undone.

Lot of 3 LOTR 1/5 Scale Sword Replicas327

LOT #

VG-F condition.
Adventure Comics #354 Legion328

DVDs and Blu-Rays covering all kinds of genres and age levels.
Not all sealed.

Movie Night (Lot of 19)329

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Ghostbusters Figure Lot330

All 14 appear to be in nice shape - see photos for details.
Group of 14 Neil Diamond LP records331

This is a Pre-Release Weta Sideshow mini statue. Brand new,
never opened, still sealed in original box.

Bilbo Baggins Barrel Rider Pre-Release Weta332

Contents are NM, outer slip case shows some wear.
Watchmen Portfolio DC Comics 1988333

NM record album. From 1986. Includes "Christmas at Ground
Zero"!

Weird Al Yankovic Polka Party334

Klingon Battle Cruiser and Transporter Room. Mint in sealed
packages.

Star Trek Mega Bloks Toy Lot335

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot336

Weta Sideshow Collectible. One small chip on Gandalf's cloak but
otherwise in great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

"No Admittance" LOTR Weta Bookends337

VF condition.
Adventure Comics #351 Superboy Legion338

Collected comic stories based on Hellraiser, Friday The 13th,
Nightmare on Elm Street, Texas Chainsaw Massacre, & more!

Giant Size Spine-Tingling Tales (Lot of 14)339

A wide variety of pop culture fun. Mint in sealed packages, except
for the moose. He is new though.

Movie/TV Toy/Collectible Lot340

Classic DC Comics Tony Millionaire Batman statue. Mint condition
in original box. Please note box was opened to inspect condition.

Batman B/W Limited Edition Statue341

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectible. Some minor paint rub but overall great
condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

The Argonath DVD Exclusive Statues Weta342

VG to F condition.
Adventure Comics #305 Superboy Legion343

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “I” bands, including
everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in the VG+
range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - I Bands/Artists344

Blind packs, figure set ,and more. Mint in sealed packages, except
for Tinkerbell, but she is new.

Disney Toy/Collectibles Lot345

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot346

Weta Sideshow Collectible. In great condition with nothing
obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Gollum Exclusive Collectible Weta Statue #1733/750347

Issues range from VG to F+ condition.
Strange Adventures/House of Mystery Group (6)348

DVDs & Blu-Rays of movies and season sets that will scare you
stiff!

Return of Spine Tingling Tales (Lot of 15)349

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Power Rangers Mega Construx Lot350

You get everything pictured. Wear varies as pictured.
Rolling Stone Magazine Lot351

Weta Sideshow Collectible. In great condition with nothing
obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any

Smeagol Exclusive DVD Collectible Weta352

LOT #
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Includes issues between #1 and #19.  Overall F to VF condition.
From Beyond the Unknown Comics Group (11)353

NM record album. From 1984. Includes "Eat it" and "I Lost on
Jeopardy"!

Weird Al Yankovic in 3-D Album354

Different series and styles. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages.

Transformers Toy Box Lot355

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot356

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Orc Crowfaced Helm LOTR Weta357

Includes issues #97-99.  VF-NM condition.
Ghosts Comic Group (4) Spectre358

Memoirs, Trivia, and Guidebooks not about or by musicians.
Non-Music Non-Faction (Lot of 12)359

Basketball, Wrestling, Nascar, and Baseball. The mini-bat is signed
by Braves prospect Carl Aldridge #23. Mint in sealed packages,
except for the bat.

Sports Toy/Collectibles Box Lot360

More than 35 singles included! Rolling Stones, Elvis, and more in
the set. Overall used shape - case is rough and has seen better
days.

Vintage 7" Carrier Box full of records361

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.

Moria Orc Helm LOTR Weta362

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

F to VF condition. Classic Jim Aparo cover.
Adventure Comics #432 Spectre363

VG/VG+ condition.
Batman #401/1970 Early Bronze364

A whole box of cool Star Wars toys. You get all pictured. Mint in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Toy/Collectible Lot365

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot366

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. A few minor chips, but overall
very good condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection
came to us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the
best of our ability and will draw attention to any major problems
that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show
cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW
PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and
do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to
you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra
packaging. 

Rohan Royal Guard Helm #670/2000367

Gorgeous oversized hard cover in the original shipper.  NM
condition, minor shelf wear on the exterior box.

Watchmen Artifact Edition IDW368

Five western movies on DVD/Blu-Ray with a Charlie Daniels Band
concert flick and Gregg Allman's memoir.

Country & Western (Lot of 7)369

6 figures from comics and movies. Mint in sealed packages.
Funko Pops! Box Lot of (6)370

(1996) Rogue statue produced by Creative License. Mint condition
in original box. Please note box was opened to inspect condition.

X-Men/Rogue Limited Edition Statue371

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. Some minor paint scuffs as
pictured but overall great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this entire
collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Orc Squinter Helm LOTR Weta372

LOT #

VG condition on this DC Archie rip-off.
Swing With Scooter #1373

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “L” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - L Bands/Artists374

Large scale figure. Mint in sealed package.
Optimus Prime Transformers Figure375

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot376

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Orc Legion Helm Rare LOTR Weta377

Classic EC style horror cover on this very scarce book.  In the G
range condition.

Strange Fantasy #8 Ajax378

DVD & Blu-Ray, not all sealed.
Sci-Fi Movies (lot of 12)379

Imperial AT-ST vehicle with figure. Mint in sealed packages.
Star Wars AT-ST Black Series380

Rare Rock N' Roll magazine from 1971. Features Sly from Sly and
the Family Stone and Ray Davies on the cover. Moderate wear.

Crawdaddy 1971 Rock Magazine381

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Orc Trapjaw Helm LOTR Weta382

G to VG range condition.
Brave and the Bold #65 Doom Patrol383

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

NM record album.
Death Cab For Cutie Codes and Keys384

A big box of cute AND fun. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages where applicable.

Disney Toy/Collectibles Lot385

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot386

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Uruk-Hai Berserker Helm #617/2000387

Complete set!  VF-NM condition.
Star Trek Legion Miniseries #1-6388

We THINK these reprint all of Captain Britain's appearances prior
to Alan Moore's 80s revamp of the character - cool stuff!

Captain Britain Hardcover Omnibus (Lot of 2)389

3 Santa Boop figurines from Britto. 6 inches tall. New. Opened only
for inspection and to photograph.

Betty Boop Figurine Lot of (3)390

You get all pictured. Collectible magazines from the 70s with song
lyrics and more. Varied wear.

1970s Song Hits Magazine Lot391

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. A tiny chip on one of the
helm's points, but otherwise in great condition. PLEASE NOTE that
this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

Easterling Helm #139/2000 LOTR Weta392

Complete run!  VF-NM condition.
Steve Colbert's Tek Jansen #1-5393

First appearance of Beta Ray Bill. Cover shows some excess
printer ink, otherwise VF condition.

Thor #337/Key 1st Beta Ray Bill394

LOT #

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Star War Toy/Collectible Box Lot395

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot396

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. Some paint chipping in the
hair, but otherwise very good condition. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

The Helm of King Theoden #748/2000397

Includes issues between #1 and #12.  VF-NM condition.
The Strain Comics Group (5)398

Batman, Family Guy, Patlabor, a lil bit of every cartoon you don't
want a kid watching.

Cartoons for Grown-Ups (Lot of 13)399

2 planes and a helicopter. Unbuilt and mint in sealed packages.
Aircraft Model Kit Box Lot400

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “M” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - M Bands/Artists401

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Galadhrim Warhelm #489/2000402

Includes the Mystic Seer and The Invader.  Both in nice shape,
outer boxes show storage wear.

Twilight Zone Bobbleheads (2)403

Hard to find original insert (complete) from Pink Floyd's original 1st
pressing of Dark Side of the Moon.

Dark Side of the Moon Album Insert404

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Harley Quinn Mega Plush, 12 inch figure 2 pack, multiverse figure,
and more. Mint in sealed packages where applicable.

DC Comics Toy/Collectibles Lot405

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot406

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. Some minor paint scuffs as
pictured, but overall very good condition. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

High Elven War Helm LOTR Weta407

Complete run of this Marvel NK title. VF-NM condition.
Strange #1 - 6408

Escape this stressful summer with these tales of swords and
sorcery!

Fantasy Novels (Lot of 10)409

Sealed dealer boxes of mini figures .We have opened one to show
you what the contents look like. All are mint in sealed packages.

Littlest Pet Shop Dealer Lot410

Includes ELO, Chicago, Boston, Journey, Styx, Moody Blues,
Foreigner, Three Dog Night, Bad Company, Paul McCartney,
Buddy Holly and many more. Various wear on the records - but
overall in good shape,

Box full of Rock & Roll LP Records411

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Isildour's Helm LOTR Weta412

Includes issues between #0 and #19.  Missing #1.  VF-NM
condition.

Suicide Squad N52 Group (19)413

LOT #

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “O” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - O Bands/Artists414

You get everything pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Jurassic World/Dinosaur Toy Lot415

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot416

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Moria Orc Helm LOTR Weta417

Includes issues #1-3. VF-NM condition.
Strange Adventures Group (3)418

Unfortunately not sealed, but still a real beauty of a set.
Halloween Complete Series Scream Factory Box Set419

Figures, die-cast, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Star War Toy/Collectible Box Lot420

F/F+ condition.
Warlock #1/1972/Key Marvel Bronze421

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Orc Iron Cap LOTR Weta422

Includes issues between #20 and #40.  VF-NM condition.
Sweet Tooth Vertigo Group (21)423

Sealed!! This pressing of Mad Monster Party was issued in 2019 by
Wax Work Records

Mad Monster Party LP Record Waxwork Repress424

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Goonies, Beetlejuice, Hellboy, Scarface, Chucky from Child's Play
and more. Mint in sealed packages.

Movie Themed Toy/Figure Lot425

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot426

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Uruk-Hai Scout Helm #709/2000427

Includes both variations of the first issue. VF-NM condition.
Time Warp #1 Group (2) Vertigo428

No theme beyond "No Superheroes, No Monsters".
Indie Comic TPS/Hardcovers Lot of 7429

Figures, Mega Bloks set, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Star Trek Toy/Collectibles Lot430

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “R” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - R Bands/Artists431

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. Has a small paint chip as
pictured, but otherwise in great condition. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Orc Hide Helm LOTR Weta432

Both sealed in original package!  New in the box, some shelf wear
on box.

DC Ame-comi mini-figs Harley Quinn/Wonder Woman433

27"x18" concert poster signed by members of the band, King
Diamond. Poster shows minor wear. Will ship rolled.

Abigail/King Diamond (2015) Signed Poster434

LOT #

Silver Batman coin/medallion, figures, die-cast, and more. You get
all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.

DC Comics Toy/Collectibles Lot435

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot436

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Elendil's Helm LOTR Weta437

Featuring Wolverine. VF-NM condition.
Uncanny X-Men #508 Van Gogh Variant438

Blu-Rays & DVDs of kid-friendly movies!
Family Movie Night (Lot of 18)439

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages, except for the one
MLP figure set.

My Little Pony/Monster High Lot440

Whitman magazine from early Beatlemania. Moderate wear as
pictured.

Beatles on Broadway 1964441

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Gandalf's Hat Rare LOTR Weta442

First five issues of the NOW comics run.  VF-NM condition.
Twilight Zone #1-5443

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “S” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - S Bands/Artists444

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Mint in sealed packages except for the Skeletor mini-figures. The
Icarius figure was opened to photograph.

Masters of the Universe Box Lot445

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot446

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

Gimli's Helm LOTR Weta447

Includes issues between #24 and #51 plus a special.  VF-NM
condition.

Unwritten Comics Group (33) Vertigo448

Plenty of great reading from the Big 2!
DC & Marvel Paperbacks & Hardcovers (lot of 8)449

Figures, die-cast, and more. Mint in sealed packages.
Star War Toy/Collectible Box Lot450

You get everything pictured. Wear varies as pictured.
Rolling Stone Magazine Lot451

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. Limited of 8000. In great
condition with nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE
that this entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to
describe everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention
to any major problems that we notice. However, these lots are
AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be
missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The
vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do
our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the
figures require extra packaging. 

Crown of King Elessar Limited Weta452

Includes various specials, annuals and previews from DC Vertigo
Comics.  VF-NM condition.

Vertigo Specials Group (12)453

You get all pictured. Collectible magazines from the 70s with song
lyrics and more. Varied wear.

1970s Song Hits Magazine Lot454

You get all pictured. Mint in sealed packages.
Jurassic World/Dinosaur Toy Lot455

LOT #

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot456

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. In great condition with
nothing obviously broken or chipped. PLEASE NOTE that this
entire collection came to us loose. We have attempted to describe
everything to the best of our ability and will draw attention to any
major problems that we notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and
may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and may be missing pieces.
REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding! The vast majority are
loose and do not come with boxes, but we will do our very best to
get them to you as intact as possible. Some of the figures require
extra packaging. 

The Crown of the Witch-King Weta457

Impossible to find. VF-NM condition.
Vertigo Pop! Comics Group (6)458

Two Harry Potter novels with boxed sets of Ender's Game, Hunger
Games, & The Golden Compass!

YA Classics & Boxed Sets (Lot of 5)459

5 figure boxed set. Mint in sealed packages.
DC Comics Aardman Figure Set460

Still sealed. EMI Embossed cover.
The Beatles Rarities Record Album461

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. Brand new, never opened,
still sealed in original box.

Orc Trapjaw 1/4 Scale Helm NIB462

Set of 6 cards in a wrap-around folder.  Limited to 3000 made.
Cards are in great shape, out wrapper shows some wear.

Milo Minara Promo Card Set463

1st appearance of the Black Costume in Good+/VG condition.
Amazing Spider-Man #252/1984/Key Issue464

Contains no bananas. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages, except for the plush (but he is new with tag).

Minions Boxed Figure Lot465

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot466

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. Briefly displayed. Great
condition with nothing obviously broken or chipped. With original
box. The glue on one side of the box has come undone.

Crown of the King of the Dead #82/4000467

Includes variants and special editions between #1 and #2.  VF-NM
condition.

The Wake Comics Group (6)468

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Biographies/Memoirs about The Rolling Stones, Eric Clapton,
David Bowie, Billy Joel, and more!

Lives of Rock Stars (Lot of 10)469

Mint in sealed packages, but Skystalker is separating from his card.
Transformers Toy Box Lot470

Sealed!! This LP record of Night of the Living Dead was pressed by
Waxwork Records in 2018 - still sealed in original shrink wrap.

Night of the Living Dead LP Record from Waxwork471

Weta Sideshow Collectible 1/4 scale. Briefly displayed but in great
condition with no obvious broken parts or chips. With original box.
One side of the box has come unglued.

Helm of the Mouth of Sauron #606/4000472

Includes various runs and specials.  Plus a really cool promotional
card set from San Diego ComiCon.  VF-NM condition.

Hellboy Comics Group (14) Mignola473

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “U-V” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - U-V Bands/Artists474

Blind packs, Dorbz Daffy Duck, and large scale Taz plush. Mint in
sealed packages (Taz is new with tag).

Looney Tunes Toy Box Lot475

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot476

Weta Sideshow Collectible. Briefly displayed but nothing broken or
cracked. Some paint scratches as pictured. With original box.

War Mask of the Morgul Lord #3881/4500477

Includes 15 issues from the Weirdo Fantagraphics Comic run.
VF-NM condition.

Zero Zero Group (15)478

Novelizations and tie-in novels about Daredevil, Doctor Who, V:
The Series, Heroes, and  more!

Fandom Fiction (Lot of 14)479

Peanuts, How to Train Your Dragon, Cars, and Jeff Smith's Bone.
Mint in sealed packages, except for the plushes (but they are new
with tags).

Kid's Cartoon Toys Box Lot480

36"x24" concert poster from Gigantour 2006. The concert included
Megadeth, Lamb of God and more. Signed by many members of
the bands. Minor wear on the poster, also includes back stage
support crew lanyard pass. Will ship rolled.

Megadeth (2006) Signed Tour Poster481

LOT #

Weta Sideshow Collectible. Great condition with no obvious cracks
or broken pieces. PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to
us loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of
our ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we
notice. However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips,
broken bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS
carefully when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not
come with boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as
intact as possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

"Escape Off The Road" Wall Plaque #229/10000482

VF-NM condition.
Zot! Comics Group (#1-10)483

VG/VG+ condition.
Amazing Spider-Man #32/1966/Early Issue484

You get all pictured Mint in sealed packages.
Transformers Toy Box Lot485

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot486

Weta Sideshow Collectible. The tip of the eagle's wing is broken.
PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We
have attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and
will draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

"Flight From Isengard" Wall Plaque #122/1000487

Classic monster cover!  G to VG condition.
Wonder Woman #155488

Hours of DVD entertainment starring the Ninja Turtles,
Transformers, My Little Pony, Scooby Doo, Tom & Jerry, Green
Lantern, and more!

Kids TV (lot of 25)489

Figures, toys, and die-cast. You get all pictured. Mint in sealed
packages.

DC Comics Toy/Collectibles Lot490

You get everything pictured. Wear varies as pictured.
Rolling Stone Magazine Lot491

Weta Sideshow Collectible. Gandalf's staff is cracked with a broken
piece on top.  PLEASE NOTE that this entire collection came to us
loose. We have attempted to describe everything to the best of our
ability and will draw attention to any major problems that we notice.
However, these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken
bits, and may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully

"Meeting of Old Friends" Wall Plaque #109/3000492

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
when bidding! The vast majority are loose and do not come with
boxes, but we will do our very best to get them to you as intact as
possible. Some of the figures require extra packaging. 

Car is mint in box.  Outer box has storage wear.
Mr. Bean's Mini Diecast Corgi493

Box of vinyl records from showroom display. All “A” bands,
including everything pictured. Conditions from VG to NM, overall in
the VG+ range.

Vinyl Records Box Lot - A Bands/Artists494

A box full of Marvel Superhero fun. You get all pictured. Mint in
sealed packages.

Marvel Comics Collectibles Lot495

Approximately 175 comics. DC, Marvel, and more. Condition
varies, but is overall VF/NM. Most are NM condition.

Comic Book Short Box Lot496

Weta Sideshow Collectible. Some of the flames are broken or
cracked as pictured. Two of the broken pieces included. PLEASE
NOTE that this entire collection came to us loose. We have
attempted to describe everything to the best of our ability and will
draw attention to any major problems that we notice. However,
these lots are AS-IS and may show cracks, chips, broken bits, and
may be missing pieces. REVIEW PHOTOS carefully when bidding!
The vast majority are loose and do not come with boxes, but we
will do our very best to get them to you as intact as possible. Some
of the figures require extra packaging. 

"You Shall Not Pass" Wall Plaque #166/2000497

Various specials and minis.  VF-NM condition.
John Constantine Hell Blazer Group (17) Vertigo498

Non-faction about country singers, southern rockers, circus folk,
and Jim Henson!

Southern Heroes (Lot of 7)499

All sorts of retro themed toys from the best toy decades ever. Mint
in sealed packages where applicable (see pictures).

1960s-80s Nostalgia Toy Box500

NM condition. Mothers of Invention album. MS 2024.
Uncle Meat - Frank Zappa Album501

From the Noble Collection. Includes original board and set, plus the
Two Towers and The Return of the King piece sets, all with original
boxes. Board does not have a box. Please note that the pieces are
very fragile. We have photographed them to the best of our ability
but they may have broken pieces. SEE PICS.

Lord of the Rings Collector Chess Sets502

This awesome Chess set features all of your favorite classic
monsters. Excellent condition in original box.

Universal Monsters Chess Set503

LOT #

Thanks for attending Day Two of our 1000 lot Summer Blockbuster
event! Don’t forget to check the next two days for more incredible
finds from your pals at Back to the Past!

TO BE CONTINUED…503a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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